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Introduction: Crafting screen-based tools for collaborative storytelling, based on data found in 
digital photography and information relating to travel. 
 
Extract: In the digital world, information seems to be produced and distributed at an ever increas-
ing pace. People tend to express themselves online in a fragmented way, which is mostly about 
self-expression in the moment. 
This project aims towards making tools that facilitates longer, more consistent narratives and 
stories of personal experience, instead of ever shorter status updates and tweets. Working with 
code, visualization and storytelling techniques, the goal is to enable users to find patterns in their 
content and be inspired to tell stories in collaboration with friends. Digital photography and travel 
information will serve as the basic materials, as this is a rich source of personal data, and because 
people often experience stories worth telling while travelling.



Crafting screen-based tools for collaborative 
storytelling, based on data found in digital 
photography and information relating to travel. 

From data to meaning

Erik Kessels: Photography in abundance
One million prints - all the images that were posted on Flickr during a 24-hour period, dumped in an exhibition 
space. From www.foam.org/press/2011/whatsnext
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Introduction

In the digital world, information moves faster 
and faster and there is more and more of it. 
People share thoughts and memories as sta-
tus updates, tweets, photos and videos, often 
uploaded for anyone to see instantly as they 
happen, at an increasing pace. People tend to 
express themselves online in a fragmented 
way, which is mostly about self-expression in 
the moment. Real, consistent narratives and 
stories of personal experience are not easily 
told through status updates and tweets.

Organizing experiences into stories can serve 
as a way of “sanitizing the mind”, and making 
order in the chaos of experiences that we have 
in our lives. This process can be a very trivial, 
everyday thing of telling your partner what has 
happened during a day, or it can be a clinical, 
psychiatric treatment to deal with traumatic 
events.

In my diploma, I want to make tools for telling 
stories, within defined groups of people as 
collaborative narrators. The stories can be 
based around real world events in time, but 
also around other “patterns of information” 
which can create meaningful narratives. The 
“material” I will start working with is digital 
photography, and the data and meta-data as-
sociated with this. 

By tools I mean smaller pieces of software that 
I will make by writing code. A tool should do a 
specific tasks, and do this task very well (like 
an axe is good for chopping wood - but not for 

slicing bread, for this you need a knife). Tasks 
in this case might be extracting and showing 
meta-data in a picture, or assigning connec-
tions between different data. 

I will use terms like “system”, “service” or 
“platform” to collectively describe the tools and 
experiments, even if it is not a defined goal to 
design a finished service in the time given.

An inspiration for wanting to work with this 
theme comes from having travelled together 
with groups of people, over long period of time, 
and distances. The setting of travel generates 
a lot of data relating to geography, time and 
people, which also can serve as material and 
boundaries for stories.  

Travel will have a central part in the project 
as a case, and I may end up working towards 
a sort of “travel-documentation system”. But 
I will also see how the project can be used for 
other types of events. Can the same system be 
used a festival or a conference? Can it be used 
by solo travellers? What if the whole story hap-
pens at the same place? How much, or how lit-
tle data is needed to create a meaningful story?

I will look at different ways to shape the stories,  
with a focus is on screen-based, interactive 
ways of organizing and navigating the material. 
The main outcome will be digital and related to 
the Internet. Physical outputs like books, post-
ers etc. will also be considered.

Multiple ways to see the world. Photos by Morten Knutsen
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Background

Materials for building stories based on 
digital content

Relating to digital images:
• Data (actual pixels in the pictures, “the picture”)
• Camera generated meta-data (camera settings, 
time, position etc.)
• Analytically generated meta-data (face recogni-
tion, color values etc.)
• User-generated meta-data (tags)
• Relations between data (semantic web)

Relating to travel:
• Recordings of location (gps, logs, maps)
• Time of events
• Who is part of travel (fellow travellers, people 
you meet)
• Consumption (money, food, gas etc.)
• Recordings of personal experience (diaries etc.)

“Observations of interest”
• People take a lot of digital pictures when experi-
encing something, especially when travelling - but 
also other events.
• A lot of intentions about sharing, and collecting 
everyone’s pictures are often made - and broken.
• A lot of images never leave the local computer, 
and is never used or viewed.
• Pictures that get shared online, end up in sepa-
rate sets, or in a big pool which can be difficult  to 
navigate and connect to other related content.
• Organizing photos (creating narratives) can help 
to “clean the mind”, and prepare people for new 
experiences. 
• Photos are very useful as an aid to tell stories.

Mapping images by properties: nine manga titles mapped by 
brightness (x) and brightness standards deviation (y). 
By Software Studies initiative, made with ImagePlot for 
imageJ
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An important goal for this project is to work 
with data as a material, and finding meaning 
in seemingly chaotic amounts of pictures, text 
and numbers. I have experience in program-
ming, but have not worked a lot with automat-
ing processes of organizing and visualizing this 
kind of material. 

Finding graphical, aesthetically interesting 
ways to organize the material will also be one 
of the challenges. An ambition is to go beyond 
regular slide shows, sequential pools of pic-
tures or travel blogs, while trying to keep the 
structures open-ended, so that users will not 
feel “trapped” in someone else’s graphical 
universe.

It will be important to analyse similar or over-
lapping services and products as references, 
and in order to find ways to make innovative 
solutions. I have identified some that are rel-
evant to the project in this program. I will try 
to be precise and have attention to detail when 
designing user interfaces. Making innovative 
interactions within the tools, while following 

conventions to make really good user experi-
ences is central to the project. As far as possi-
ble I want to make working, interactive models 
of the storytelling tools. I will consider working 
with different technologies for web and mobile  
devices like HTML5, Flash, Processing, Open-
frameworks, and native apps for smart phones. 

The last area I want to integrate into the project 
is storytelling, and how to use different models 
of dramaturgy to organize content in engaging 
ways. Can the story be shaped like a classic 
tale? Can other dramatic structures be ap-
plied? Is it driven by specific characters? Does 
it have a main actor and extras? This is the field 
I have the least previous knowledge of, and will 
require more research.

Storytelling

Data

 

visualization
Interface 

design

Fields of interest for the project From a class in game design concepts. (1)

Linear

Examples of overall story structures

Parallel paths

Dynamic Object-Oriented Narrative

Approach
learning goals, focus and work methods
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“Evolution of storytelling”

“The Geotagger’s 
World Atlas”

I have split “events” into three phases, to ex-
plain how I see the system will be used at dif-
ferent stages, from a users point of view.

The first is an event happening, in real-time. 
As the user experiences an event, it is impor-
tant that the event itself is the focus, not the 
documentation of it. Any tools made for this 
phase should be non-intrusive, and serving as 
“hooks” to help remember so that it is possible 
to elaborate later.

The second phase is after the event, or part of 
the event is finished. Here the goal is to provide 
easy, flexible and efficient tools for adding or 
changing information, and working with rela-

tionships between data to discover patterns 
and meaning.

The last part will deal with the actual telling 
of stories. This is the presentation of meaning, 
and a goal is to help users be good storytellers, 
and letting them collaborate.

All deal with different levels of “value” to hu-
mans; the first is dealing with data, which is 
a neutral and hard to process for people. The 
next deal with information, which is more un-
derstandable. In the last phase will be a help to 
generate meaning, in the form of stories that is 
easily understood and interpreted by humans, 
and can even be translated into knowledge.

Refining experiences
from encountering an event to telling the story

Flickr pool

“Hooks for your
memories”

1. Experience 2. Memory 3. Story

APPROACH:
- Make “hooks” for 
remembering: what, 
where, when, who
- Non-intrusive

APPROACH:
- Organize “hooks”
- Add/edit content
- Find patterns and 
relations in the data

APPROACH:
- Build storylines
- Invite to collaboration
- Share results

GOAL:
- Gather DATA.

GOAL:
- Turn DATA into 
INFORMATION

GOAL:
- Find MEANING in the 
INFORMATION
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Associations

Users
The user group of the outcome from this pro-
ject will be anyone interested in using digital 
technology to share stories about their experi-
ences. The scope if not fully set, but I see the 
main audience to be avid travellers, who go on 
road trips, backpackers, expeditions and other 
groups of people who undertake activities that 
almost certainly generate data to form interest-
ing stories, relating to movement.
I will although keep the possibility open for the 
project to be used by other, more casual expe-
riences, like weddings or workshops where a 
number of people would be interested in col-
laborating on telling stories, and gathering 
pictures and information with a common tool.

Clients
The project might be situated in a market set-
ting as an independent startup, founded by 
investors or receive funding platforms such as 
Kickstarter (www.kickstarter.com) or Pozible 
(www.pozible.com). 
Another possible market position could be as a 
platform for commercial actors, trying to reach 
an audience with a brand message. An exam-
ple of this kind of this is Widerøes “En sommer 
uten regn” (ensommerutenregn.wideroe.no), 
where Widerøe sponsors two bloggers to travel 
around Norway for two weeks, generating con-
tent that serve as a branded message from the  
company.

I have a connection to a commercial web devel-
opment company, Plastikk Media (www.plas-
tikk.no), that will serve as external advisors on 
both technical issues, and how the project can 
be developed in a commercial market.

Expected outcome
The current goal of the project is making  in-
teractive experiments and models for visuali-
zations of data, and how to further work with 
these to tell interesting stories. I will not aim to 
have a finished service, ready for launch at the 
end of my diploma, but to have proofs of con-
cept, to show how this approach can be useful 
for organizing content in meaningful ways. 
By bringing a design perspective into the pro-
cess, the results will not be purely  technical 
solutions, but innovative, useful and interesting 
tools for real life situations.

Work methods
Working with real data sets will begin early in 
the project, using computer code, statistics and 
graphical visualization as tools to develop new 
ideas.
Getting information from subjects about their 
experiences, using interviews and question 
forms will guide the development in a direction 
useful for actual users.
I will set up a public, online log to record my 
progress, which I will update on a regular ba-
sis. Here, I will also keep a public record of my 
research and links. 
This will hopefully help me both to remember 
what I actually spend time on, and stay focused 
as the project progresses.
I will publish my experiments and tools online 
when appropriate, and try to get test users to 
give feedback on my progress. 
Video evidencing will be considered as a tool 
for communicating concepts, and showing 
ideas.

Wideøers campaign “En sommer uten regn” (2011)
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There are a lot of actors in the field of dealing 
with peoples photos, memories and histories 
online. Some of the biggest  companies in the 
world are strong players here: Google (Picasa, 
Google+), Facebook, Apple (iPhoto), Yahoo 
(Flickr) and the list goes on. So how should this 
project position itself in this field? 
The plan is not to compete with any of the gi-
ants, or take their place. I will not try to create 
new infrastructure for storing and sharing me-
dia content, but rather use available services 
and APIs available and build on these, where I 
can. 

As well as the giants, there are a also lot of 
smaller, niche products around. I have looked 
(and will continue to look) for other solutions 
that I find related to this project. Some of them 
are listed below. This list becomes part of my 
knowledge base, as well as showing some 
context for the project. I will use these ser-
vices for inspiration, and also to find out more 
about what works and what does not, both as 
concepts, and for user interaction design on a 
more detailed level.

As the project still has a quite broad focus, this 
list is a wide range of stand-alone software, 
web-based services, web-sites and other tools 
or products. 

Web sites

         (started 2004)
https://www.facebook.com
The  current standard in social media, allow-
ing sharing of status updates, links, pictures, 
videos and a lot more with a network of friends. 
About to roll out the “Facebook Timeline”, a 
new way to view all the information and activ-
ity each user has ever recorded on the website, 
visualized on a vertical time line.

Preview of the new Facebook Timeline feature

Context and knowledge base
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          The Whale Hunt by Jonathan Harris 
(2007)
http://thewhalehunt.org
An experiment in human storytelling. Artist 
and programmer JH, created a website to tell 
the story about his journey to Alaska, joining a 
whale hunt with natives. The site is displaying 
over 3000 pictures, a time line, filters for con-
tent and people and a lot more. An interesting 
experiment of how do visualize and navigate in 
data about a set event.
Made into a book by JH and Sep Kamvar in 
2009.

     Cow Bird by Jonathan Harris (2012) 
https://cowbird.com 
A digital storytelling platform that will encour-
age people to tell long-form stories online us-
ing photos, sound maps, time lines, videos, and 
casts of characters. Encourages a personal, 
honest, poetic way of telling stories.
Released in January 2012.

         (started 2010) 
http://1000memories.com
A service for organizing and sharing old photos 
and memories of family and friends. The site 
wants you to bring the old shoeboxes of memo-
ries into the digital world. Also has an iPhone 
app for scanning documents into the system.

        (started 2004)
www.flickr.com
Although Facebook surpassed the total num-
ber of photos uploaded to Flickr many years 
ago, the photosharing site still remains the 
biggest, and a very well equipped site for users 
interested in photography. 
I have used the image sharing site since 2005, 
quite actively on and off. It consists of some 
very good tools for putting photos online and 
organization, storing and sharing. Despite an 
impressive amount of functionality, I find that 
the service is lacking some aspects, especially 
in working together with others on content. As 
a part of my knowledge base for this project, I 

Screenshots from The Whale Hunt by Jonathan Harris

Screenshot from cowbird.com with a story about Jonnathan Har-
ris by Charlotte Sullivan.
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have tried to summarize the main functions of 
flickr for reference and overview, and will list 
them briefly here:

Information per picture: 
Caption, sub text, tags, notes on parts of image, 
people in the image, favorited by others, com-
ments, location on map, EXIF (camera meta 
data), copyright information, uploaded date.

Organization of more pictures:
• Sets: photos that “belong together”, like      
albums or folders.
• Collections: a number of sets (or collections) 
that “belong together”.
• Groups: serval people can contribute their 
pictures into a group pool. A forum with pos-
sibilities for discussions is available in each 
group.
The three first categories, as well as cer-
tain properties of single images  are handled 
through the web application “Organizr”, which 
is a separate part of the flickr site.

• Galleries: A way for users to “curate” up to 18 
of other flickr users pictures into one group, to 
let the members emphasise photos they like.

Social functions:
• Create user, connect to other users in a social 
network where connections are defined as 
“contacts”, “family” and/or “friends”.
• Privacy control for content: Free for all / Con-
tacts / Family / Friends / Only you / Guest pass
• Embed content to other websites as: Single 
images,  Slideshows and “Badges”.
• Connect account to: facebook / twitter / blogs

Ways of uploading content:
Through a web browser, via email, from a  
desktop application (Uploadr), from mobile 
phones or through third party services that use 
the flickr API.

Viewing images:
There are a number of ways to browse through 
content on the site. Some functions to organize 
viewing are:
• Sort by date taken or uploaded, alphabeti-
cally, random or custom.
• Filter or Search by text, tags, time, “interest-
ingness”, content type, media type or location 
(viewable on map).

API (Application Programming Interface):
Flickr is offering an API for developers who 
want to create applications that communicate 
with flickr and perform almost any of the func-
tions mentioned above. This might be of use 
to my diploma project, as it is possible to take 
advantage of the infrastructure of flickr in off-
site applications. 
There are countless “flickr apps” made by dif-
ferent people. These are also part of my re-
search, and I will list some on the next page.

Ways to share flickr content: Bagde and slideshow. 
(from flickr.com)
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Flickr Apps:
Islands Of Consciousness 
by Mario Klingemann (2006), 
http://incubator.quasimondo.com/flash/is-
lands_of_consciousness.php
Semi-random movie generator, picking im-
ages from flicker, coupling them with a random 
arranging music piece by Oleg Marakov. Quite 
“artsy” and abstract expression.

FlickrPoet by Thomas Sturm (2009-2011), 
www.storiesinflight.com/flickrpoet
A storytelling experiment to visualize short 
paragraphs of texts, by matching words with 
images pulled from a search on Flickr.

Infinite picture by  Piotri Wanicki (2010),  
www.infinitepicture.com
Thumbnails of pictures assembled into another 
pictures as a mosaic. Zoom in to the formed 
picture, and the smaller images get formed by 
new thumbnails - in infinity. Set up by specific 
tags.

Iphone Apps:
I have looked at a few iPhone apps, as they as 
a common and handy way to document and 
share events and experiences. The smartphone 
is also the most common camera used for 
uploading pictures to several social websites. I 
have tried to find apps that try approach story-
telling and photography in interesting ways.

Path by Path Inc (since 2010)
www.path.com
Share pictures in a personal network, limited to 
150 friends and family, with a simple tagging of 
three things: people, place and things.

Photovine by Slide (acquired by Google)
http://photovine.com
Centred on community storytelling through 
mobile photos. Start a “vine” by uploading 
a photo, and giving it a heading. Others can 
contribute to this topic with their own photos, 
creating strings of elated pictures.

Trip Journal by iQuest (since 2009)
www.trip-journal.com
Document and share vacation experiences 
with pictures, notes, locations, etc. and share 
them with friends. Share the documented trip, 
through an web-embeddable interface, or as a 
facebook-app. Puts the visualization of a trip 
in a interface using graphical metaphors of old 
books.

Statistics from flickr.com showing that a mobile phone is the most used camera type on the site. (21. Nov, 2010)

Embedded view of a trip from Trip Journal.
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Tracks ™ by Tracks Media 
www.tracks.io
A basic app to share photos among a group of 
friends, during experiences. Puts all photos by 
contributors  in a common “track”, with map 
and comment functionality. The track is made 
available online for sharing.

RunKeeper by FitnessKeeper Inc, 
http://runkeeper.com/home
App for tracking where you move during exer-
cise. Very good integration from app to web-
interface for editing tracks on a map, and for 
social sharing.

Stand-alone Software
There is also a great number of software pro-
grams made to run locally on computers for or-
ganizing and working with pictures. They have 
the advantage of not having to get content from 
the internet, and can be speedier. I have tried a 
lot of software for photo organization that I will 
not go into here, but that might serve as inspi-
ration for methods of working with images and 
meta-data (Some are: Picasa, Adobe Bridge, 
ACDSee, iPhoto).

Here I will mention some that offer other inter-
esting features that I might use in the process 
of working with the material, and to get inspi-
ration from:

imageJ by National Institutes of Health (1997)
http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij
Software designed for analysis and processing 
of large sets of images. Has an open archi-
tecture with a lot of user created plug-ins and 
macros to visualize relations and patterns in 
the sets.

MemoryMiner by GroupSmarts (since 2004)
www.memoryminer.com
A software dedicated to work with meta-data 
about pictures. Lets you add and edit geo-data, 
annotate pictures with info about people and 
additional data, or add attachments like video 
and sound to image files. 
Filter sets of images, based on people, places,  
time selections and combinations of these.
Lets you publish the annotated photo-stories 
online as embeddable galleries.
Looks like a handy tool to navigate and edit  
sets of photos locally. Parts of the interface 
seems a bit unfinished and not very intuitive. 

R by Bell Laboratories (Open source)
http://www.r-project.org/
A programming language and environment for 
statistical computing and graphics.
Can be used to find statistical patterns and 
relations in data, and is widely used in the data 
visualization community for digging into “data 
journalism”.

Popular Science magazines: one issue per every five years from the beginning of magazine publication. 
Made with imageJ. William Huber and Software Studies Initiative, 2010. Image from flickr.
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Visualization projects
The field of data visualization has grown a lot 
in the last few years. Many news sources have 
so called “data-journalists”, who specialize in 
finding stories in huge data sets, and a lot of 
organizations and nations are  making their 

sets of recorded data available for anyone to 
“play around with”.
Here are some interesting examples from this 
field, touching on similar themes that I plan to 
work with:

Cinemetrics. Bachelor project by Frederic Brodbeck. Measuring and visualizing movie data, in order to 
reveal the characteristics of films and to create a visual “fingerprint” for them. Here are four posters from 
the project. (2)
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Roadtrip 2009. Poster by Ole Østring visualising data relating to a car journey. (3)

Arab spring: an interactive time line of Middle East protests, interactive by The Guardian. (4)
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May

Time plan
Overall schedule and important dates

Start

4

1st 
re

vie
w

13 -14

 2nd re
vie

w

26-27

“Data-mining” Visualizing  real datasets, looking for patterns and relations in pools of pictures 
Interviews

Research/learning tools
Interviews/user test

Creating interactive experiments: Tools for collecting, organizing and displaing interactive stores..
Video evidencing

Presentation Presentation

Deliv
ery

Easter
9

Exams

29 - 1
AHO W

ork
s

4 - 892

...continue interactive toolmaking
Video evidencing

Jan Feb Mar

Apr May
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